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The Card of Flying Idlis Downtown from Houston contains about 18 different meals and drinks. On average, you
pay for a dish / drink about $5.5. What User likes about Flying Idlis Downtown:

I was skeptical when I came in, but the staff is so nice and eating is wonderful. she recommended me to get the
magie masala dosa, as it was my first time. I was worried that it would not be enough to eat and she said it was
very easy, but also very fill out. she could not have been more accurate. they even made me taste their floating

ilis to test. they were wonderful. it is a simple place and simple menu, but it ta... read more. The restaurant offers
complimentary WiFi for its guests, And into the accessible rooms also come guests with wheelchairs or physical

limitations. What alish ratnani doesn't like about Flying Idlis Downtown:
This place suck in all aspectsI want to forget this place even existTaste of sambhar is dalTaste and texture of idli
is worstTaste,texture look of the Dosa is ?? read more. At Flying Idlis Downtown in Houston, you get a abundant
brunch for breakfast and you can eat as much as you want indulge, A catering service offered by the restaurant
allows you to eat the menus at home or at the festival. Of course, we must not forget the extensive diversity of

coffee and tea specialties in this locale, You can also discover scrumptious South American meals on the menu.
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No� alcoholi� drink�
CHAI

India�
FIERY DOSA $6.0

�tr� S�ße�
CHUTNEY

Südindisch� Gericht�
MASALA DOSA

Sp�ialitäte� de� Hause�
YUMMY DOSA $5.0

Masal� D�� Variet�
MAGIC MASALA DOSA $7.0

D�� (Crep�) Lover� Men�
MAGIC DOSA $6.0

Restauran� Categor�
VEGAN

Appet�er�
SAMOSAS

4 PIECE SAMOSAS $5.0

Other Yumm� Varietie�
4 PIECE YUMMY VADA $5.0

2 PIECE ALOO BHAJI AND PURI $5.0

Ingredient� Use�
MILK

BUTTER

Idl� Lover�
6 PIECE BULLET IDLIS $4.0

4 PIECE BLAZING FIERY IDLIS $6.0

4 PIECE FIERY IDLIS $6.0
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